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Abstract

Scaffolding proteins composed of protein±protein interaction domains have emerged as organizers of multiprotein complexes in

diverse cellular compartments, including neuronal synapses, cell±cell junctions of epithelial cells, and the stimulus perceiving
structures of sensory neurons. This review focuses on the INAD-assembled signalling complex of Drosophila photoreceptors,

which organizes key components of the phototransduction cascade into a multiprotein signal transduction unit. The structure, the

physiological consequences, and the assembly and targeting of the members of the INAD signalling complex will be described. In

addition, the existence of signalling complexes in vertebrate photoreceptors, olfactory neurons and mechanosensitive hair cells
will be discussed.

Introduction

Protein±protein interactions provide the basis for the macromolecular

organization of cellular structure and function. Therefore, protein±

protein interaction domains such as Src-homology 2 (SH2), SH3,

phosphotyrosine binding (PTB), and postsynaptic-density-95/Discs-

large/ZO1 (PDZ) domains have been conserved throughout evolution

and are common in all animal phyla. SH2 domains and PTB domains

bind phosphopeptide motifs containing phosphotyrosine, and SH3

domains interact with proline-rich regions. PDZ domains bind to a

variety of sequence motifs typically located at the COOH-terminal

end of the ligand protein (Pawson & Scott, 1997; Sudol, 1998;

Fanning & Anderson, 1999). In some cases these domains are part of

enzymes and may then be used for recruiting the enzymes to

membrane receptors in an activation dependent manner, for example

when SH2-, SH3- and PTB-containing proteins bind to activated

receptor-tyrosine kinases. In addition, cells have evolved proteins

which are composed solely of protein±protein interaction domains.

These proteins function predominantly as scaffolds to which other

proteins can bind and they often contain at least one PDZ domain.

Various combinations of interaction domains can be arranged as an

array of interaction sites that is speci®c for each scaffolding protein

and allows the assembly of functionally distinct multimolecular

protein complexes. For example, the members of a protein family

referred to as membrane-associated guanylate kinases (MAGUKs)

contain one to three PDZ domains, a SH3 domain, and a guanylate

kinase domain which also acts as a protein±protein interaction

domain rather than as a catalytic domain in these proteins. Other

scaffolding proteins like the Drosophila photoreceptor protein INAD

are solely composed of PDZ domains.

PDZ domain harbouring proteins seem to be expressed

ubiquitously and have been assigned pivotal roles in quite diverse

cellular contexts (Fanning & Anderson, 1998; Fanning &

Anderson, 1999), including the assembly and regulation of

neuronal synapses (Garner & Kindler, 1996; Gomperts, 1996;

Sheng, 1996; Craven & Bredt, 1998; Kim & Huganir, 1999;

Garner et al., 2000; Sheng & Kim, 2000), the establishment and

maintenance of epithelial cell polarity (Kim, 1997), the forming

of speci®c cell shapes, e.g. via interactions with the cytoskeleton

in erythrocytes (Alloisio et al., 1993; Lue et al., 1994; Marfatia

et al., 1997), and signal transduction in sensory neurons

(Ranganathan & Ross, 1997; Scott & Zuker, 1998a; Montell,

1998; Tsunoda et al., 1998; Tsunoda & Zuker, 1999). PDZ

domain proteins are abundant proteins that make up a consider-

able fraction of an animal proteom. The fraction of proteins

containing these protein±protein interaction domains seems to be

higher in humans and in Drosophila compared to less complex

organisms. The analysis of the annotated genomes of yeast,

C. elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, and humans revealed the

presence of two, 46, 60, and 96 PDZ domain containing proteins

with a total number of two, 66, 87, and 154 PDZ domains,

respectively (Venter et al., 2001). Ranking PDZ domains accord-

ing to their abundance in the genome as compared to other

protein domains resulted in rank 40 in yeast, rank 33 in

C. elegans, rank 24 in Drosophila, and rank 14 in humans

(International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001),

illustrating that PDZ domains occur at a higher frequency in

higher organisms. Considering the ability of PDZ domain proteins

to form scaffolds for the assembly of multiprotein complexes, it is

tempting to speculate that a broad repertoire of these proteins, and

consequently a wide range of higher order protein complexes

rather than simply a high number of genes enables an organism to

develop more complex functions. In addition, as PDZ domain-

assembled protein complexes are usually found at the cell borders

and are often involved in cell±cell interactions, they might be

more crucial for the functioning of multicellular organisms than
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FIG. 1. The INAD signalling complex. (A) A model for the association of the major components of the INAD signalling complex. (B) Four TRP, PLCb,
ePKC and INAD molecules may form a core complex, containing one functional, tetrameric TRP ion channel. Several of these core complexes may then
associate and build up larger, higher organized structures (transducisomes), representing a functional unit which is activated in an all-or-none fashion. (C) The
interactions of the major INAD ligands and of associated components with the ®ve PDZ domains of INAD are indicated. Associated components, which are
not shown in (A) and (B), may interact substoichiometrically with some of the INAD molecules forming the transducisome. The depicted interactions were
reported by [1] Tsunoda et al. (1997), [2] Shieh & Zhu (1996), [3] van Huizen et al. (1998), [4] Adamski et al. (1998), [5] Xu et al. (1998), [6] Wes et al.
(1999). Numbers below the PDZ domains indicate the position of the PDZ domain in Calliphora INAD (CvINAD) and Drosophila INAD (DmINAD).
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for unicellular organisms. This might explain why only two PDZ

domain proteins are present in yeast.

This review will focus on the progress being made in understand-

ing the assembly and the functional signi®cance of forming

multimolecular protein complexes in sensory neurons, by using the

well studied INAD signalling complex of Drosophila photoreceptor

cells as a ®rst example. The presence of signalling complexes in other

sensory systems will also be discussed. For a long time the

phototransduction cascades, particularly the mechanism realized in

vertebrate rod photoreceptor cells, have been regarded as the

prototypical example of a G protein-coupled signalling pathway in

which signal transfer from an activated molecule to its downstream

target occurs by random collisions of signalling proteins. Activated

components were considered to ¯oat freely in the photoreceptive

membrane and interact brie¯y when they met their target. In this

model, one activated receptor could potentially activate many

G proteins, one G protein could activate many target enzymes, and

so forth, hence the term `cascade' Such a mechanism explains the

signal ampli®cation which has to be gained in order to transduce the

absorption of a single photon by rhodopsin into a physiological

response, namely a change in the membrane potential of about 1 mV

that is distinguished from background noise. On the other hand, the

cascade model, which has been adapted from the vertebrate

phototransduction pathway for signalling cascades operating in

other sensory cells, has problems in explaining the high speed at

which some of the G protein-coupled signalling pathways operate. In

¯ies such as Drosophila the activation time of the response from light

onset to response maximum is only about 20 ms (Ranganathan et al.,

1991). The ®nding that essential components of the phototransduction

pathway of ¯y photoreceptors are assembled into multimolecular

protein complexes, opened the eyes for new principles in the

molecular organization of signalling cascades.

INAD organizes Drosophila phototransduction

The Drosophila phototransduction pathway is a prototypical example

for a G protein-mediated signalling cascade (for reviews see Zuker,

1996; Montell, 1999). In this pathway, a Gaq protein transmits the

light signal, which is perceived by a seven-transmembrane helix

receptor, rhodopsin, to a phospholipase Cb encoded by the norpA

gene (PLCb). Activated PLCb hydrolizes the membrane lipid

phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate into the second messengers

1,4,5-inositol-tris-phosphate and diacylglycerol. The cascade termin-

ates in the opening of cation channels composed of the gene products

transcribed from the transient receptor potential gene (trp) and the

TRP homologues TRPL and TRPg. Regulatory components of the

cascade include an eye-speci®c protein kinase C, which is required

for correct response termination (Schaeffer et al., 1989; Smith et al.,

1991; Hardie et al., 1993).

Signalling proteins in ¯y photoreceptors are assembled into a

multimolecular complex by the PDZ domain protein INAD. A

Drosophila inaD (inactivation no afterpotential D) mutant (inaDP215)

was originally isolated by a genetic screen for mutants showing

defects in the light response as revealed by recording electroretino-

grams (Pak et al., 1970). The corresponding inaD gene was identi®ed

by showing that a cDNA clone obtained from a subtractive

hybridization screen rescues the inaD phenotype in transgenic

Drosophila (Shieh & Niemeyer, 1995). The INAD protein is

photoreceptor speci®cally expressed and shows homology to the

PDZ domain proteins PSD95, dLg, and ZO-1. The defect in the

inaDP215 mutant is a point mutation (M442K) within the third PDZ

domain which interacts with the cation channel TRP (Shieh & Zhu,

1996). Co-immunoprecipitation studies using protein extracts from

puri®ed photoreceptor membranes of larger ¯ies revealed that not

only TRP and INAD but several of the key components of the

phototransduction cascade are assembled into a signalling complex

(Huber et al., 1996a, b). The initially identi®ed components of this

INAD signalling complex are INAD, the ion channel TRP, the norpA

encoded phospholipase C, and the eye-speci®c protein kinase C

which are present in the complex at about an equimolar ratio

(Fig. 1A; Huber et al., 1996a). In a widely recognized publication

Tsunoda et al. (1997) demonstrated that this signalling complex is

indeed organized by INAD which contains ®ve PDZ domains

functioning as scaffolds to which the above mentioned ligands are

bound. One key result described in this paper was the ®nding that

TRP, phospholipase C (PLC) and eye speci®c protein kinase C

(ePKC), i.e. the major INAD ligands, are degraded in the newly

generated INAD null mutant inaD1, indicating that assembly of the

signalling complex is crucial for the stability of the complex

components. Similar results were reported for Drosophila inaDP215

(Chevesich et al., 1997) and for a mutant of the larger ¯y species

Calliphora which also lacks the INAD protein (Huber et al., 2000).

Additional evidence provided by Chevesich et al. (1997), Xu et al.

(1998), and Wes et al. (1999) suggests that further key proteins

involved in Drosophila phototransduction, i.e. rhodopsin, the second

ion channel TRPL, the unconventional myosin NINAC and

calmodulin are constitutive members of the complex or are bound

to INAD transiently. Unlike the other ligands calmodulin appears to

bind to the linker region between PDZ1 and PDZ2 rather than directly

to a PDZ domain. The latter ligands differ from the previously

identi®ed ligands in two ways. Firstly, they are present in

coimmunoprecipitates of the signalling complex at a much lower

level than INAD, TRP, PLC and ePKC. At least in the case of

rhodopsin, which is the most abundant protein in the photoreceptive

membrane, the substoichiometric presence of rhodopsin in the

signalling complex indicates that only a small fraction of the total

rhodopsin present becomes bound to INAD. In general, photoreceptor

membranes appear to be equipped with a high number of rhodopsin

molecules to optimize the probability for catching a photon.

Absorption of a photon should be a random process, which might

hit any of the rhodopsin molecules present in the photoreceptive

membrane. Therefore, the signi®cance of an interaction between a

small fraction of rhodopsin molecules and INAD in vivo is doubtful

(Tsunoda & Zuker, 1999; BaÈhner et al., 2000). Secondly, while TRP,

PLC and ePKC are degraded in the INAD null mutant, the stability of

rhodopsin, calmodulin, NINAC, and TRPL is not affected by this

mutation (Chevesich et al., 1997; Wes et al., 1999). It has therefore

been suggested to designate INAD, TRP, PLC, and ePKC as the

major or core components of the signalling complex whereas TRPL,

NINAC, calmodulin and rhodopsin might be termed associated or

peripheral components (Paulsen et al., 2001).

The question of which ligand binds to which of the ®ve PDZ

domains of INAD has been tackled by interaction studies using the

yeast two hybrid system, GST-pulldown assays, and coimmunopre-

cipitation studies with recombinantly expressed INAD constructs.

The reported binding interactions, as summarized in Fig. 1C, reveal a

more complex picture than initially envisaged. Obviously, the

speci®city of binding of some ligands, e.g. of ePKC or of TRP, is

(i) not limited to a single PDZ domain of INAD (Xu et al., 1998) (ii)

PLC has been reported to be bound to PDZ1 with the C±terminal

binding motif F-C-A of PLC and also to PDZ5 with an internal

sequence in the region of the G protein binding site (Shieh et al.,

1997; van Huizen et al., 1998), and (iii) INAD molecules can

multimerize via PDZ±PDZ interactions, thus allowing the assembly

of higher order complexes (Xu et al, 1998). On the basis of these data
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it has been suggested that the Drosophila phototransduction cascade

is organized as a signalling web, also designated as `signalplex'. In

this web the ligands bound to individual INAD molecules are

proposed to vary from molecule to molecule (Montell, 1998). In the

scheme of Fig. 1B an alternative structure of a more ordered

composition is proposed, in which core complexes containing four of

each INAD, TRP, PLC and ePKC molecules are clustered together

into larger patches. This model takes into account that the

stoichiometry of the four core proteins is 1 : 1. It is assumed that,

in analogy to voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, a functional ion cannel is

composed of four TRP monomers, or of a combination of TRP, TRPL

and TRPg (Phillips et al., 1992). The associated components

rhodopsin, TRPL, NINAC, and calmodulin might be permanently

associated or bind dynamically to some of the core complexes. The

clustering of core complexes into larger units (transducisomes,

Tsunoda et al., 1997) could be achieved in several ways. Possible

mechanisms include PDZ±PDZ interactions of INAD molecules,

formation of tetrameric ion channels from TRP molecules of different

core complexes, or simultaneous interaction of one PLCb molecule

with two INAD molecules from different core complexes.

Physiological consequences of the INAD signalling complex

After the identi®cation of the INAD signalling complex, it was

immediately recognized that an organization of a signalling cascade

into a heteromultimeric protein complex could promote both

signalling speci®city and signalling speed, ®rstly by reducing

uncontrolled cross talk to other signalling cascades and secondly by

eliminating diffusion times for the interaction of the activated

signalling components. (Huber et al., 1996a; Tsunoda et al., 1997).

The high speci®city gained through transduction via a signalling

complex may assure a high signal-to-noise ratio. This is required in a

visual system operating at a level of sensitivity that allows detecting

the absorption of a single photon. High signalling speed is desirable

to achieve the short activation and deactivation time of this

phototransduction pathway eventually resulting in a temporal reso-

lution of the visual system which is about ®ve times higher in ¯ies as

compared to humans. Whether formation of a signalling complex

ensures signalling speci®city is dif®cult to address experimentally.

The hypothesis of a higher signalling speed being achieved by

assembling the signalling components into protein complexes has

been explored by studying Drosophila mutants in which the core

components of the INAD signalling complex are affected. These

studies reveal that a defect in the binding of either one of the core

components to the complex has profound effects on the physiological

response of the photoreceptor cell. For example, the original inaD

mutant (inaDP215, point mutation in the third PDZ domain) no longer

binds the ion channel TRP (Shieh & Niemeyer, 1995). The light

responses of this mutant display prolonged deactivation times (Shieh

& Niemeyer, 1995; Shieh & Zhu, 1996). Likewise, mutations in other

PDZ domains of INAD or in the binding sites of the INAD ligands

PLCb and ePKC result in prolonged response times (Shieh et al.,

1997; Tsunoda et al., 1997; Adamski et al., 1998). In addition, there

is evidence that higher order complexes (transducisomes) composed

of several INAD core complexes are the structural correlate of

elementary responses, so called quantum bumps, which correspond to

the opening of about 15 TRP ion channels initiated by the absorption

of a single photon (Scott & Zuker, 1998b; Henderson et al., 2000).

Accordingly, activation of one rhodopsin molecule results in the

opening of a cluster of ion channels, which are assembled into one

supramolecular INAD signalling complex. However, it is not quite

clear whether the physiological defect caused by the above mentioned

mutations results primarily from the inability to assemble complete

INAD signalling complexes or from the mislocalization and degrad-

ation of signalling components. In the absence of INAD the

remaining transducisomal proteins are no longer con®ned to the

rhabdomeral photoreceptor membrane. The physiological character-

ization of a trp mutant lacking the INAD interaction site revealed

wild-type-like light-responses in young ¯ies, in which TRP is present

in the photoreceptive membrane but presumably not directly bound to

INAD (Li & Montell, 2000). This ®nding, which contradicts the

results obtained with Drosophila inadP215 mutants, was taken as an

indication that the localization of TRP in the photoreceptive

membrane rather than the integration of TRP into the signalling

complex is important for a fast response.

De®ning the physiological function of assembling the signalling

components of the Drosophila phototransduction cascade into

signalling complexes is even more complicated by the fact that the

light-activated conductance is composed of a variety of light-

activated ion channels. Besides TRP, two other TRP-homologues,

TRP-like (TRPL) and TRPg are involved in generating the light-

dependent current (Phillips et al., 1992; Niemeyer et al., 1996; Xu

et al, 2000). Like TRP, TRPL and TRPg reside in the photoreceptive

membrane but they are about ten times less abundant than TRP (Xu

et al., 2000). Mutations in trp result in a transient receptor potential,

whereas trpl null mutants display a very weak phenotype character-

ized by a defect in the adaptation to dim background light (Leung

et al., 2000). trpg mutants have yet to be generated. TRPg does not

seem to be able to form a functional ion channel on its own, as trp-

trpl double mutants show no detectable light-response (Reuss et al.,

1997). TRPL seems to interact with INAD as an associated ligand

(Xu et al., 1998) and the three TRP homologues may form

heteromultimeric ion channels as suggested by biochemical and

electrophysiological studies of recombinantly expressed TRP homo-

logues (Gillo et al., 1996; Xu et al., 1997; Xu et al., 2000). If TRPL is

associated with INAD and TRP-TRPL heteromultimeres exist, a

fraction of TRP might still be con®ned to the INAD signalling

complex through its interaction with TRPL in a trp mutant lacking the

INAD binding site. An important ®nding towards this end is that trpl±

inaDP215 double mutants, which lack TRPL and the TRP binding site

in the third PDZ domain of INAD, display a much more severe

phenotype than inaDP215 alone, with respect to the amplitude of

receptor potentials and the stability of TRP (Leung et al, 2000). The

physiological function of the presence of more than one type of ion

channel in the Drosophila phototransduction cascade is an intriguing

question, which has yet to be elucidated.

Assembly and targeting of the INAD signalling complex

The presence of a multiprotein-signalling complex in the photo-

receptive membrane raises the question of how such a complex is

assembled and maintained. It was shown previously that the core

components, TRP, PLCb and ePKC require INAD for correct

localization in the rhabdomeral photoreceptor membrane (Tsunoda

et al., 1997; Xu et al., 1997; Huber et al., 2000). In INAD null

mutants these ligands are no longer con®ned to the photoreceptor

membrane and are degraded. These ®ndings suggest that TRP, PLCb
and ePKC depend on INAD either to be targeted to or to be anchored

in the photoreceptor membrane. Two recent studies (Li & Montell,

2000; Tsunoda et al., 2001) addressed this question and found that

TRP was present in the photoreceptor membrane of Drosophila inaD

mutants when very young ¯ies, which have not yet hatched from the

pupae, were investigated, whereas only residual amounts of TRP are

detected in the photoreceptor membrane of older inaD mutant ¯ies.

These ®ndings indicate that TRP is initially targeted to the

photoreceptor membrane independently of INAD but is not retained
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in this membrane when the INAD signalling complex cannot be

formed. In a Calliphora mutant which lacks INAD, newly

synthesized TRP, which had been labelled by injection of radioactive

methionine into the eye, could not be detected in the photoreceptive

membrane 2.5 h after injection of the tracer, but as in Drosophila

inaD null mutants, residual amounts of TRP were found to be present

in the photoreceptive membrane of this mutant, suggesting that at

least some TRP molecules are targeted correctly (Huber et al., 2000).

Indeed, when longer incubation times for labelling newly synthesized

TRP molecules were employed, newly synthesized TRP could be

detected in the photoreceptor membrane of this Calliphora mutant,

suggesting INAD independent targeting of TRP to the photoreceptor

membrane (Huber & BaÈhner, unpublished). How are INAD and the

other two major INAD ligands, PLCb and ePKC con®ned to the

photoreceptor membrane? Interestingly, INAD requires the binding

of TRP to be localized to the photoreceptor membrane, because TRP

null mutants and mutants in which the TRP±INAD interaction is

disrupted show a mislocalization of about 75% of the INAD

molecules in older ¯ies (Li & Montell, 2000; Tsunoda et al.,

2001). As is the case for TRP, correct targeting of INAD seems to be

independent of complex formation but retention of INAD in the

photoreceptor membrane requires the interaction with the ion channel

TRP. The presence of the other two major INAD ligands, PLCb and

ePKC, is not a prerequisite for retaining INAD in the photoreceptor

membrane. Vice versa, PLCb and ePKC are con®ned to the

photoreceptor membrane only when INAD is present. The current

evidence suggests that INAD, PLCb and ePKC are assembled into a

signalling complex, before these proteins reach the photoreceptor

membrane (Tsunoda et al., 2001). This preassembly of the signalling

complex is likely to assure a correct stoichiometry of the assembled

signalling proteins in the photoreceptor membrane. It is not yet

known at which stage of the targeting process TRP joins the complex.

Signalling complexes in the vertebrate eye, nose, and ear

Does the organization of sensory signalling pathways into signalling

complexes represent a specialized feature of the phototransduction

cascade in ¯y photoreceptors or is it a general principle which is also

realized in other sensory systems? As has been already pointed out,

phototransduction in vertebrate rod photoreceptor cells was the

classical example for free-¯oating signalling proteins, but recent

®ndings suggest that at least part of the vertebrate phototransduction

cascade is assembled into a signalling complex. Similar to the ¯y

phototransduction cascade, in vertebrate phototransduction light-

activated rhodopsin stimulates a G protein, which in turn activates its

downstream target. In vertebrate phototransduction this enzyme is a

phosphodiesterase which hydrolyses cyclic guanosine monopho-

sphate (cGMP) (for review see, e.g. Stryer, 1986; Lamb & Pugh,

1992). The drop in cGMP results in the closure of cGMP-gated cation

channels and thus in a hyperpolarization of the photoreceptor cell.

The cGMP-gated ion channels consist of two subunits, a 63-kDa a-

subunit and b-subunit with a relative molecular mass of approxi-

mately 240 kDa (Molday, 1996). This b-subunit has a large cytosolic

amino terminal domain, which is referred to as the GARP- (glutamine

acid rich protein) region. In addition to the GARP-region of the b-

subunit of the cGMP-gated channel, rod photoreceptors contain two

splice variants of soluble GARPs, GARP1 and GARP2. Similar to the

PDZ domain protein INAD in Drosophila photoreceptors, the GARP

proteins of rod photoreceptors seem to form a scaffold for the

assembly of signalling components and cytoskeletal elements of the

vertebrate photoreceptor (KoÈrschen et al., 1999; Fig. 2). The GARP

proteins contain four proline-rich repeats, which serve as binding

sites for ligands. Phototransduction proteins which interact with

GARP include the a- and b±subunit of the cGMP-gated channel,

guanylate cyclase, phosphodiesterase (which binds to the complex in

its activated form and is inhibited by GARP), and an ATP-binding

cassette transporter (ABCR). In addition, cytoskeletal elements,

tubulin and actin, have been shown to associate with one of the

proline-rich repeats of GARP. As the cGMP-gated channel is

localized in the plasma membrane of the rod outer segment, whereas

guanylate cyclase, phosphodiesterase and ABCR are associated with

the disk membranes, the GARP-signalling complex has been

proposed to bridge the gap between plasma membrane and disk

membrane. This hypothesis is in agreement with the subcellular

localization of the GARP proteins at the rim region and incisures of

disks. While the Drosophila INAD signalling complex may play a

role in enhancing signalling speed and speci®city, the GARP

complexes of vertebrate rod photoreceptors have been proposed to

function as `adaptational' signalling complexes by inhibiting light-

dependently bound phosphodiesterase and thereby preventing high

cGMP turnover during daylight, when rod function is saturated

(KoÈrschen et al., 1999).

In olfactory receptor cells, G protein-coupled signalling cascades

exist that have target enzymes similar to those employed in visual

transduction (Nakamura, 2000). In the main olfactory epithelium of

vertebrates a receptor-activated G protein activates an adenylate

cyclase which elevates the cellular cAMP level. A rise in cAMP

opens cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channels which are closely related

to the cGMP-gated channels of vertebrate photoreceptor cells (Zufall

et al., 1994). An accessory olfactory epithelium important for

pheromone perception in vertebrates, the vomeronasal organ, like

invertebrate olfactory neurons, use (in addition to signalling pathways

involving cyclic nucleotides) a phosphoinositide-mediated G protein-

coupled signalling pathway, reminiscent of the phototransduction

cascade operating in the Drosophila compound eye (Keverne, 1999;

Krieger & Breer, 1999). Despite these similarities in the signal

transduction pathways, signalling complexes assembled by PDZ

domain proteins or GARP-like proteins have not yet been identi®ed

in olfactory systems. However, based on considerations regarding a

requirement to insulate signalling pathways in olfactory neurons, the

existence of signalling complexes, referred to as `olfactosomes', has

been proposed (Carlson 2000; L'Etoile & Bargmann, 2000). A

necessity for separation of signalling pathways by organizing these

pathways into `olfactosomes' is particularly evident in C. elegans. In

each of the olfactory neurons of C. elegans several olfactory receptors

are expressed which converge on the same signalling pathways and

odourants detected by either of these receptors must be discriminated.

Finally, in the ear a PDZ domain protein is required for the proper

functioning of the auditory system. Defects in the PDZ domain

protein harmonin have been shown to underlie Usher syndrome type

1C (Verpy et al, 2000). The Usher syndrome type 1 is a sensory

defect comprising sensorineural deafness, vestibular dysfunction, and

blindness. Harmonin is expressed in several splice variants, which

contain two or three PDZ domains, one or two coiled-coil domains

and, in some of the splice variants, a proline rich PST-domain. The

harmonin splice variants are expressed in many tissues, including eye

and ear. Within the inner ear harmonin is detected in the cell body

and in the stereovilli of the inner and outer hair cells. The stereovilli

harbour putative mechanosensitive ion channels, which have so far

eluded identi®cation at the molecular level. The mechanosensitive

channels open upon de¯ection of the stereovilli bundle. The gating

mechanism of these channels has been proposed to involve

interactions of the channels with extracellular tip links, that connect

the tip of one stereovillus with a channel located at lateral side of the

adjacent stereovillus, and with an intracellular, submembrane protein
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network that anchors the channels at this position. Due to the

localization of harmonin in the stereovilli, the severe effects of

harmonin defects on auditory function, and the presence of protein±

protein interaction domains in harmonin it has been proposed that this

PDZ domain protein is involved in assembling the submembrane

network to which the mechanosensitive channels are anchored

(Montell, 2000). In the simplest case, the mechanosensitive channels

may interact directly with one of the PDZ domains of harmonin.

Another possible ligand of harmonin is the unconventional myosin

VIIA, mutations of which, also result in an usher syndrome type 1

(USH1B) phenotype (Verpy et al., 2000)

Conclusions

The organization of sensory signal transduction pathways into

multimolecular signalling complexes by scaffolding proteins such

as INAD or GARP may provide the following advantages for ef®cient

signal transduction. (i) By using scaffolds, signalling components can

be arranged in close proximity to each other at an exactly de®ned

stoichiometry. This may help to insulate signalling pathways present

in one cell and assure fast and effective signal transfer between the

transduction components. (ii) The assembly of larger transduction

units (transducisomes) containing a de®ned number of ion channels

may facilitate coordinated channel gating which results in a relatively

strong all-or-none response to a minimal stimulus, such as a single

photon. (iii) Preassembly of signalling complexes during protein

biogenesis could reduce the problem of targeting several proteins,

each of which would then require a speci®c transport signal, to

targeting a single unit to a distinct subcellular location. Although

evidences for the existence of signalling complexes are still limited to

very few sensory systems, I consider it likely that `olfactosomes',

`gusducisomes', and `audiosomes' may soon be identi®ed.

FIG. 2. Scaffolding proteins in sensory cells. (A) INAD organizes a signalling complex in Drosophila photoreceptor cells. (B) GARP proteins assemble a
signalling complex in vertebrate photoreceptors. (C) The PDZ domain protein harmonin may form a signalling complex in the stereovilli of hair cells of the
inner ear. (D) Signalling complexes in olfactory neurons have been proposed, but a scaffolding protein has not yet been identi®ed.
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